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Sharing Love…
Life is full of blessings. It is one’s own
choice and attitude how he/she treats
his/her life. Life is nothing without
emotions. Emotions are very important part
of our life. They make us socialize, they
make us capable to feel others, they shaped
our lives and also make others life beautiful
and worth living. But sometimes we don't
care of close friends, soul-mates, bloodrelations and well-wishers. It makes them
lonely and insecure.
They feel depressed, anxious and relation
comes to the stage of loneliness and ready
to break down. Sometimes we don't have
the courage to save these relations and we
don’t value the love of others and do not
care for the person.
It takes lots of time to cure the situation. Be
alert, be conscious to your own relations,
whether family or person and be with them.
Otherwise, it will not take much time to
lose the person. Sometime a small talk,
care and a gesture of love is suﬃcient to
save the relation. But for this, you have to
be with them on time. Be with them, make
an effort to deal and heal the situation.
Stay blessed and care the people that
matters in your life.
Just live in the present. Acceptance of
circumstances will make you more decisive
about your own life. Every moment of life
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has two aspects. The difference of position/
status realizes you the value of your own
life. Stay blessed, be rational and keep
moving.
“The Stunning Beauty” is a collection of my
poems written in the year 2017. It is a
collection of love, care, emotions, feelings,
romance, sympathy, happiness, motivation
and positivity towards life. It is a collection
of random ideas come to my mind in
different situations. Romanticism must be a
part of human life because it always makes
life beautiful and worthy of living. This book
is the first hand poetry book, no formal
literary setting. Just feel the emotions of
the poems.
I am thankful to my wife “Poonam” for her
cooperation and motivation always. She fills
all the emptiness of my heart. She is that
woman who transformed my imperfections
into perfections, just by the touch of love.
Dr. Desh Raj Sirswal
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1. The World of Colours
Dear,
Although you can find me
Black & white always.
But I love the colors.
The colors of belongingness and care.
For this you have to be with me.
Know my deep down self.
This is only known to least people.
So the outer not decide,
What the Person holds itself.
2. Blood Relations
Sometimes
I found blood-relations,
intimate and soulful.
But not always.
The relation must have some values, Which
motivates us to uplift,
Helps us to get peace.
And harmony in life.
But it's a dream for me,
Till now life sucks a lot.
The feelings and emotions gone somewhere,
"The Becoming" gone so far,
And “the being" has interrupted
and unfulfilled desires.
Found distrust and guilty
After being loyal to myself.
The life has gone somewhere,
And the ashes will now rule
The world, even myself.
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3. The Black
The Black, I love most, Not because it holds
all colors. And united them in itself. But
because it indicates The inner side of the
self. This is not known to all. Only a few
can know about it, But this inner black is
The real creative element of things Whether
it is life or the universe. Without black, We
cannot understand The value of white. So
know about your black self and Move to the
path of harmony and satisfaction.
Real salvation begins from here.
Be black, be closer to yourself.
4. A Message for You
Dear Love
It’s not easy to find the life,
As we want to have.
Sorrows, sadness, loneliness,
All are the part of life,
To destroy inner peace
And harmony,
loneliness prevails.
With you only
I feel complete,
Joyful
Blissful
Satisfied.
I don’t have regrets,
I don’t have bad experiences,
I don’t have anything
to be seen as negative.
I just need you
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every step of my life,
With a feeling of belongingness
With a feeling of attachment
With a feeling of completeness
Just be with me,
Just be here to console me,
This is what all I want,
This is what all I need.
Be happy,
Be calm
Be blessed
with all the happiness of life.
5. The Loss
The Loss,
Never understand by
The other person.
Only the person who got it.
Life doesn't stop for anyone,
Not for a single moment.
It is the person who lost
An eye to care
A heart to love
A feeling to be with.
Time they can spend
Feelings which are not fulfilled.
You cannot estimate the loss,
Because you are fulfilled with love, care,
belongings.
The "I" never be satisfied
till it ends itself
No demand of being cared
No demand to be fulfilled
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No ear to hear the sorrows of life.
Just feel completely with
what we have presently
Whether it is half- accepted,
half-realized and half- lived.
This called "Harmony with Life"
A word that has no essence of
"Fulfilledness"
A bare thought to be adopted,
To be followed.
Yes, I am ready for that
To become a Super -hero
Without no feeling for him.
Bravo... this is the life...
The completeness.
The Fulfillment.

6. Building the New
The Change is necessary to Life
But how it will happen easily?
Being stuck in the past
was an issue,
Where you have to be the same person in
another role.
Moving between emotional and motionless
state.
It's not an easy task.
How to destroy the self which is identical
with you?
How I separate myself from
the moments I lived with you?
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How I consider you different and separate
from myself?
Will you help me to release
myself from your memories?
I am living between is and is not.
The old is not separated from me.
And the new is not identical with me. Let's
move to the new self,
Where you are with me
Or not with me.
7. The Happiness of Life
We all want and need pleasures
In all efforts and doings.
We had only some moments
to be memorized.
The real happiness is
the state of mind
Where you and I become united
No boundation of place
No boundation of time
No boundation of emotions and feelings.
This is the real happiness for me
To be with you
To be with myself
Original
Sincere
Lovable
Demanding
For you.
I need to follow my life with you
Soulful
Lovable
Innocent And
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Fearless self.
This is the real happiness of life for me.
8. My Birthday
The day is my birthday
Don't know who choose.
My parents or the almighty.
An Amazing day
Got wishes from the friends,
Relatives and elders.
My all desires come true
with you dears
I spoke a lot
I wept a lot
I fought a lot
But you all are with me till now.
This is all your emotions with me.
I am thankful to have you all in my life.
A life which has lots of challenges
The challenge of being loved
The challenge of being cared
The challenge of livelihood
The challenge of my life.
But you all are my important assets which
never let me down.
I will go further
Move further
With the hope of our future association.
Be blessed, keep smiling and
have a beautiful life.
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9. Your Fear and Myself
Don't let you down
Don't regret for your feelings.
You are independent to do
What you want for your happiness.
Although I cannot escape my feelings from
you
My eyes go wet
My hands touched you
My face faded
My emotions reflected a lot.
Don't feel, I will let you down
I have no respect feelings for you
And your love life.
This is just a momentary thing
Just grow to the height to love
Height of Care
Make someone's life worthy of living.
Make yourself satisfied with love and care
you need.
I will keep my feeling aside
Not by suppression,
but with creative manner.
I have a deep feeling of respect and
care for all your thoughts and feelings. You
can find me everywhere
As you want to be with me
in which manner you like.
I will hold your hand
Not a feeling of to be loved from your side
I will kiss you to pamper you.
I will work for your dignity and self,
As I respect of you.
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All my feelings show you that
You are worthy and not low in yourself and
our life.
Just be with you and get what you want to
have.
Just be happy what you hold today.
I will make my best efforts to keep our
harmony alive.
This "harmony" means a lot for me
For my inner self, and peace of mind.
Live a beautiful and happy life
Where there will be no place to suppress
yourself due to my feelings
Due to my words
Due to my actions.
Be what you WANT and have PERFECTION
in life.
I will always be there for you.
10. Me with Myself
I stopped explaining myself
When I realized
There is nothing to be like this.
It will not get you back to me.
It will never give me what I need.
I love you and
it continues till the final day
I just stopped explaining myself.
I just want to hear you
From your own perspectives
What you feel
What you want to share
What you want to hear.
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Although my emotions
Don’t allow the same.
But I hear, discuss, care for your
Feelings
Emotions
Love
Belongingness.
I felt happy to see you smiling
I felt happy to see you enjoying
I felt happy to see you talking a lot.
This is the only life
I have these days.
Just for you, just for your happiness and
just for own love.
I will be happy to be with you in your all
walks of life.
Lots of respect,
Care and gratitude.

11. The Secondary Person
The time is not a very simple thing.
To be spent with anyone.
These days
You are busy with to settle
Several things of your concern.
Me, the second person
Waiting for the whole day
To have so simple conversation
A small talk
A small happiness
Which is not actually small for me.
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It is highly beautiful
Highly sacred time,
When I talk to you.
The secondary person
Feeling so alone
So imperfect
So useless
Without some moments
To be spent with you.
I know the choices of
The Secondary Person
Is also secondary for you.
Hope you will be there for some time
So that this secondary person has
Some importance for his own life
Which starts from you and
End to you.
"This Second Soul" missing you a lot.

12. You the Only You
I have several things to say
Directly or indirectly.
We had a good time
Best time of my life.
Today when the circumstances are
Heavy on me or
The changes happened in my life.
It's not possible to
Have you in my life as I thought.
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But being the "identical soul" of mine,
I never ever want to go far from you.
This is my commitment,
Whether I have to reconstruct my life.
Be there
We have something more beautiful to live.
13. The Fake, We
We are highly fake
Selfish
Self-centered beings.
In regard to our own feelings.
We only like what we want,
What is our necessity.
We love a person only till then
When it satisfies our own self.
We generally left those
Who care us the most.
In the process of finding new,
Finding balance in life
Finding more happiness,
We forget it was our selection,
Whom we are going to leave.
When it seems useless
We sifted ourself to the
Whom we love,
Not who loved me.
I did the same,
Nature has the same justice for all.
If you left your beloved,
You will leave with whom
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You want to be within your life.
Life creates balance
With Good or Bad
Right and Wrong
Justice and injustice.
I found that
It will be going to happen someday
Because I was only a selection of you
Not what you really need.
I forget.
Want to complete myself with you
But forget I was a choice only
Which can be replaced anytime,
In any moment of life.
Stay healthy, stay blessed.
Everyone had its own way to justify.
We generally justify new
The new is our life
The oldest is an Odd,
Which cannot be the new,
I understand.
We always need perfectly
And your perfect is with you.
14. She......
You are thinking that
Why I am so obsessed with you.
I love your eyes
I love your smiles
I love your beauty
Both nature and soul.
It makes me feel your sacredness
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It makes me feel to love you.
You are the one
With whom I never disagree
With whom I never regret
With whom I only feel cared and love
Be here with your essence
To complete me
To be with me
I will resolve the hurdles of life soon
Which makes us both secure
And dedicate to each other.
Love you a lot
Miss you a lot.
15. Self and You
Yes, I am not the same
As you want me today.
Yes, I am filling loneliness
But not want to disturb you.
I feel disrespected
But I never let you down.
The moment you realized
My position in present time
Being intolerable by yourself
Has interrupted you
Harmony with others.
You tried to mold me a lot
But I was not able to follow you
To understand your limits.
But I feel myself pity when
Instead of getting belongingness
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From yourself
I am getting insulted
Disrespect for my feelings
Questions about my intentions.
Questions on my thinking .
Questions in my life struggle.
I feel defeated
When you said
You cannot help me anymore
You bowed yourself.
You became helpless.
You feel regret for the time
We spent in our golden days.
That time I became
Emotionally dead
Physically paralyzed
Mentally harassed.
I know you are right at your point
But you said it will take time to cure.
Then how the same feelings
I got from you.
The day when you are
Saying all that stuff
I was feeling lonely
As your words passed by my ears
I wept
I begged
I cried
I got a threatened
That this will be the end of all.
I don't want to lose you,
I don't want to go far from you,
For the sake of my harmony
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With you in other aspects of our life.
But in the flow of these emotions
I myself lost "respect” in your
Mind
Heart
And feelings.
I shared with you my feelings
Whenever I felt you surrounding me
In public places
Or we felt fearful to face each other. Either
my feelings are fake or
The almighty is fake
Who is doing all this.
I have been dying day by day
Not from your side.
Not from your feelings
Not from your behavior.
I myself feel
Something lost
Something destroyed in me.
You told me
I have no self-respect
Yes, I do.
This self was identical with you.
Now it will search his own
Secure corner
Love
Respect
But don't disturb yourself.
Love never ends.
It will be there for you in another form
Where you accept it or not.
Feel static, feel disrespected
Feel motionless
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Feel lifeless.
But you will find
What role you want
From my side.
This is my last promise.
16. Me and My Life
I was with you
I loved you
I cared you
You are just a spectator
What was going on in the past?
With no intimacy too
Behold me in future.
I dedicated what I had
What I felt for you
What future,
I saw in you.
Now I am
feeling like a broken soul.
With no love
With no care
With no soul
With no beauty in life.
All gone with you
With the change of our relation.
I was still in the past
That was my only.
You moved on
I am trying
But what will I find there
I lost you there
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I lost your beauty
I lost your care
I lost everything I have.
Now where I have to move
The future is haunting me.
I am totally helpless now.
I became your past
Not actually the past,
Actually, it was like
Only I was there
To hold you with me.
I am missing everything
Although incomplete.
But this incompleteness
Was my life.
A vision for future
For something also will
Happen beautiful in my life too.
My feelings are being dead
Being untouched
Unsaid.
I want to see you always happy
I want to see you always fulfilled
But for this I have to be
Person with no emotions for you.
No love for you.
No feelings for you.
This life with you is my Destiny now.
I was incomplete
I am incomplete
Will always be incomplete.
Missing you the core
Essence of my life
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Which was pure, innocent, live,
Lovable and beautiful.
17. My Dedication
I dedicated myself to you
Although you are not mine.
I heard your feelings
I feel your sorrows
I realize your sorrows.
I am not the same as
You saw me before
I am changed
I become you
For your happiness
For your comfort
For your love.
I kept my feelings aside
While listening you
Although it broke me
From my inner part too.
I heard you so that
You will be as you were before
Loving, Caring, Beautiful.
I am fearful about your urges
That you shared with me.
I don't want to share you
With anyone
Don't want to see you
Broken in any matter.
Because I love you
Whether you realize or not.
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I become you
To save our harmony
To give you
My courage and stability
Dear, I need you.
But I will not share it with you.
Because it makes you far from me
And I don't want to lose you.
My dear,
My beauty
My honesty.
You are my pride.
18. The Stunning Beauty
I feel the beauty you have
The beauty of the mind
The beauty of soul
The beauty of heart.
I know the reality changed
I myself have to manage
Without you.
I am happy
I spent time with you
Shared my emotions
And life with you.
But what is the next
I have to take a side in the back
I have to do the same.
You are complete
I am not.
You deserve complete.
This "Stunning Beauty"
Is beyond my will and
Efforts.
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19. Me and My Expectations
Me, the lonely self
Always desire your company
But you are not available
Due to your own commitments.
I feel alone that time
You stop talking.
I filled with a great sorrow
With full of pain of
Not to have you in my life.
The me,
Never underestimate your efforts
To make me unite
To feel complete.
But I am
Totally incompetent
To get your message
In my life
In my mood.
Sorry
I am getting alone
Day by day.
20. The Wait and You
I am waiting
For some moments of happiness
Where I will be original
Real
In front of your eyes.
Your beauty and your charm
Always give me the light
To go ahead
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To work better
To meet myself
To love yourself again and again.
The you
My complete happiness
Filled a status of romance
And happiness.
When I think
I will be near to you
To see you
To touch you
To feel you
To admire you.
My beauty
I love you so much
The Stunning Beauty.
21. The Last Feeling
Dear Love
I am fed up with
What's going on these days.
I am helpless
To feel you are secured
And did you disturb day by day.
Today I am ending this feeling
No matter what I will be next
But for you I will be the same.
I am habitual to hate.
So hate me.
Don't feel any feeling for me.
I am not able for the same.
Always Love you.
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Now I am going to be silent.
In my personal world.
Make life beautiful
And fruitful.
Hearty wishes.
22. If I can Love
If I can love someone,
How can I criticize him/her?
How can I disrespect?
How can I make him/her cry?
How can I hate him/her ?
How can I think badly about him/her?
How can I expect the same from him/her ?
How can I force him/her ?
Let them free, happy and complete.
Respect, love and thankful for them,
Who gave you something,
Which made your life beautiful.
That's only your life and
Don’t expect, regret and cry.
Be Yourself Only.
23. Remembrance
I am missing you a lot
Your silence is killing me
I am feeling very low today.
Want to see you once,
Want to feel you once,
Nearby me,
Nearby my life,
Nearby my mind and heart.
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I don't want to make you feel bound
I don't want to make you guilt for me
I don't want to see you sad
I just want to see you.
I just want to feel you.
It's not easy to forget someone
I want to see you once.
I will keep myself silent.
I will keep myself kept under own dead
emotions.
I just want to see you once.
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